Tech Students Salute Ludwig On Radcliffe Lawn

Two East Campus residents stumped "To Liszt: Happy Birthday Ludwig, from E.C." in the Radcliffe Quad to honor Beethoven's Birthday. The dead, performed at 8:00 a.m. Sunday morning was timed to greet the Radcliffe girl when they looked out the window in the moring. It is addressed to Miss Collete, a freshman in Holman Hall.

-Poem by Conrad Grandbois

December 16, 1770. In the city of Bonn, Germany, Ludwig van Beethoven was born. He went on to become one of the world's most noted composers. One of his greatest works was the "Ludwig van Beethoven" juvenal quartet of Charles Schubert's comic strip "Peanuts." In recent weeks, Schroeder has been ringing the advent of Beethoven's Birthday. MIB celebrated the event in various ways.

The Senior Honor Society of Bonn '85 placed on every door a poster depicting the likeness of the famous maestro with the simple inscription "Happy Birthday, Ludwig." In years past, Senior House has even held Beethoven Bar on the anniversary of the composer. Meanwhile, East Campus residents Don Studjos '64 and Bob Miller '82 marked the Radcliffe-Quarantine with the intention of excerpting a 55-lb. sack of flour into the lawns in the inscription "Happy Birthday, Ludwig." Apparently failed by the student's snowfall, they nevertheless hit upon the method of trooping among, forming the 8-ft. high world's largest "flute" sculpture.

They arrived at 8:00 a.m. shortly after the night watchman got off duty, and finished the job uninterrupted in 15 minutes. Miller's only comment: "Who needs fifty-five pounds of flour?"
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Technique 'Opposes' Findboard Proposal
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This latter proposal also re- qued that Finance Board not use an activity's policy as a \* \* \*
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